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Abstract 
Tennent, R.D. and J.K. Tobin, Continuations in possible-world semantics, Theoretical Computer 
Science 85 (1991) 283-303. 
Earlier work has shown that a form of possible-world semantics allows elegant solutons to certain 
difficult problems in the modelling of local-variable declarations and noninterference specific&ions 
in a generalization of Hoare’s logic suitable for ALGOL ho-like languages with procedures. In this 
work it is shown how jumps and block expressions can be treated in this framework. 
Those of us who have worked with continuations for some time 
have soon learned to think of them as natural and in fact often 
simpler than the earlier methods. 
-C. Strachey and C.P. Wadsworth (1974) 
If this is the best of possible worlds, what then are the others? 
-Voltaire, Candide (1759) 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this work is to treat the semantics of jumps and block expressions in 
ALGOL 60-like languages. The use of continuations [16] to allow a compositional 
treatment of languages with jumps is well known. However, recent work [ 14, 8,9, 18, 
191 has shown that elegant solutions to certain difficult semantical problems in the 
modelling of ALGOL 60-like languages and programming logics can be obtained by 
using a form of possible-world semantics in which conventional semantic domains are 
generalized to functors from an appropriate category of “possible worlds” to 
*This work was supported in part by an operating grant from the Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada, and by a grant from the Information Technology Research Centre of Ontario. 
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a category of semantic domains, and conventional semantic functions are generalized 
to natural transformations of such functors. This paper discusses the use of continua- 
tions in this generalized framework. 
A form of continuation semantics in the framework of functor category is described 
in [S, Ch. VIII] but a slightly different approach is necessary to treat an appropriate 
programming logic. There are discussions of how Hoare triples can be interpreted in 
the conventional continuation style semantics [7, 3, 131, but it is not evident how to 
generalize these ideas to the possible-world framework or to noninterference specifica- 
tions, the other kind of atomic formula in specification logic [ 13, 151. 
Our approach is to introduce analogues for continuation-denoting phrases of the 
atomic formulas for commands in conventional specification logic. The semantics of 
the new formulas are simple analogues of the valuations for the conventional formulas 
in direct semantics [19]. We then take advantage of the fact that in continuation 
semantics commands may be viewed as procedures transforming continuations to 
continuations by treating the conventional formulas for commands as “syntactic 
sugar”; i.e. by defining them (using logical connectives) in terms of the new formulas 
for continuation-denoting phrases. 
In [18] possible-world semantics is used to treat a form of block expression in 
which side effects to nonlocal variables are precluded; however, in the presence of 
jumps it is also necessary to prevent jumps out of expressions (other than error stops, 
regarded as equivalent to nontermination). To preclude nonlocal jumps out of block 
expressions, we introduce a new kind of change of possible world, the “answer 
adjunction.” 
The following sections describe the syntax, conventional and possible-world seman- 
tics, and logic for a simple Algol-like programming language with jumps and variable 
declarations. This paper is a sequel to [19]; we have simplified the presentation here 
by omitting definitions, proofs, and discussion that would duplicate material there. 
2. Syntax 
2.1. Types 
The type structure of our example language is determined by the productions in 
Table 1. Completions [ 143 (termed “sequencers” in [7, 171) are like commands whose 
executions never return control to their “normal” continuations; e.g. a conventional 
label is a form of completion. Assertions are like Boolean expressions, but always have 
a “defined” truth value, and may include noncomputable notation such as quantifica- 
tion (over the elements of a data type). The argument type Q and result type 8’ of 
a procedural type Q-8 may be any of these phrase types. For example, if the result 
type is comm, the procedures are conventional “subroutines” or “proper” procedures, 
and if the result type of a procedural type is exp[r], the procedures are “functions” 
whose calls are expressions for values of type r. Multiparameter procedures could be 
added as syntactic sugar. 
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Table 1 
Various data and phrase types 
Data types 
7: := boo1 
1 nat 
, 
Phrase types 
0: := exp [t] 
I var Crl 
1 comm 
1 compl 
I assert 
I O+Q 
Booleans 
natural numbers 
expressions 
variables 
commands 
completions 
assertions 
procedures 
In fact, as suggested in [8], it will be convenient to treat comm as being an 
abbreviation for the procedural type compl+compl, rather than a primitive phrase 
type. Then C(K) : compl when C : comm and K : compl. 
We also need an additional phrase type, spec, for specifications, which are the 
“top-level” formulas of the programming logic; e.g. Hoare triples are specifications. 
We do not need to consider procedures with specification parameters or results. 
2.2. Phrases 
We specify the (abstract) syntax of phrases in our example of language by using 
“compositional” (and possibly schematic) inference rules for formulas of the form Z : 8 
(i.e. Z is a well-formed phrase of type 19). Here are typical syntax rules for assertions. 
Falsity: 
Conjunction: 
false : assert 
P : assert Q : assert 
Equality: 
P and Q :assert 
E. : exp [T] E, :exp[z] 
EO = E 1 : assert 
Additional operators, such as not, or and 1, may be treated in the same way. Note 
that the equality rule is schematic over all data types z; however, both operands must 
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be expressions for the same data type. We now give two syntax rules that are 
schematic over all phrase types (except spec): 
Application: 
Abstraction: 
p:e+ef Q:e 
PQ:e 
[Z : el 
The abstraction rule is in natural-deduction format [ll, 201, i.e. we can assert 
deducibility statements of the form rr t Z : 8, where 71 is a phrase-type assignment, i.e. 
a finite set of assumptions of the form z: 8 for distinct identifiers r. The rule for 
application e.g. should be interpreted as stating that, for any type assignment rc, if 
rcFP:e+@and zt-Q:& then nt-PQ:@. 
We can regard a type assignment rt as being a function, so that if its domain is 
dam(n), x(z) is the assumed type of 1 for every zdom(x). The rule for abstraction then 
statesthatforany~if(711zHe)tP:e’,thenn~~z:B.P:e-,8’,where(nI1HB)denotes 
the type assignment rr’ such that dom(n’) = dam(n) u {z>, d(z) = 8, and ~‘(1’) = n(z’) for all 
z’Edom(x) such that z’# z. Deducibility of z : n(z) from 7~ for zdom(x) is implicit in the 
natural-deduction framework. Here are some syntax rules for commands. 
Null: 
skip : comm 
Sequencing: 
CO : comm C1 : comm 
Co;C,:comm 
Local Completion: 
[z : compl] 
C : comm 
escape z in C: comm 
Jump: 
K : compl 
goto K : comm 
Intuitively, escape z in C is executed by executing C in an environment such that 
execution of goto I results in an immediate jump to the end of that escape construct. 
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We provide a local variable-declaration block as follows. 
Local variable block: 
[I : var [T]] 
K : compl 
new [z] 1 in K : compl 
Intuitively, new[z] zin K is executed by executing K in an environment in which 1 is 
bound to a “new” variable. Of course, we also need a variable-declaration block for 
commands; this is defined as follows: 
new [s] z in C E cOmm j-z’ : compl.new [z] z in C(z’) 
for I’ not free in command C and I’ distinct from z. We provide a form of “block 
expression” as follows. 
Block Expression: 
[z : exp [T] +compl] 
K : compl 
result[t]z in K :exp[T] 
The bound identifier can be applied to an expression within K to return the value of 
the block expression. In accordance with the principles of Algol-like languages [14], 
any attempted nonlocal jump or side-effect to nonlocal variables in K must result in 
nontermination. To simplify the presentation, we omit consideration of the other 
forms of expression, (storage) variables, assignment commands, coercions, labels, and 
other control structures. 
Finally, the syntax rules for specifications are given in Table 2. Informally, the 
“Hoare double” formula, {P} K, asserts that P is a sufficient precondition on initial 
states to ensure that terminating executions of K produce acceptable output (where 
e.g. an error message is not acceptable). We can then define the conventional Hoare 
triple for commands C by the following equivalence: 
{P}C{Q} =s,,Vz:compl.{Q}z * {P}C(z) 
for z not free in P, Q or C. In this context, {P} C(Q) asserts that P is sufficient to 
ensure that terminating executions of C lead to acceptable output when supplied with 
a continuation for which Q is sufficient to ensure success on termination. 
Intuitively, K # P asserts that the value of P is invariant throughout any termina- 
ting execution of K. Noninterference specifications for other phrase types are defined 
in terms of this primitive notion. For example, if C: comm, C # P is defined as 
Vz : comp1.z # P * C(z) # P, for any z not free in C or P, and a similar approach works 
for defining Z # P for any procedural phrase Z. Similarly, if Z : GO’, K # Z is defined 
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Absurdity: 
Table 2 
Syntax of specifications 
absurd : spec 
Conjunction: 
Implication: 
Universal quantiJ%zation: 
So : spec s1: spec 
S,&S,:spec 
SO : spec s, :spec 
S,*S, : spec 
[1:0] 
Equivalence: 
Hoare double: 
Noninterference: 
s:spec 
v1: 9.s : spec 
zo:o Z,:B 
Z. qZ1 : spec 
P : assert K : compl 
{P}K:spec 
K : compl P : assert 
K # P:spec 
as Vr : 8.K # z a K # Z(z) for any z not free in K or Z. Note that here, in contrast to 
[13] compl (i.e. label) is a “command-like” phrase type. 
3. Conventional semantics 
We begin by interpreting as much of our language as possible in conventional 
denotational semantics. 
3.1. Domains 
In a conventional interpretation, each data-type name r denotes a set [rJ of values 
possible for some kind of expression or variable. 
[bool] = (true,false} truth values, 
[nat]={O, 1,2,...} natural numbers. 
In a conventional interpretation, each “logical” phrase-type name 8 (i.e. assert, spec, 
or a procedural type with a logical result type) denotes a set [ej of values: 
[assert] = S + [boo1 I], 
[e+e’j = [en -+ fen, 
[speej=l-+l, 
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where, for sets A and B, A-+B is the set of all functions from A to B, A-J3 is the set of 
all partial functions from A to B, S is an appropriate set of storage states, and 1 = { *} 
is a singleton set. The choice of 1 -+l as the set of specification meanings (with the 
identity function and the undefined function representing true and false, respectively) 
may seem rather eccentric, but the same definitions can then be used in possible-world 
semantics when the objects being defined are functors from possible worlds to sets. 
Similarly, in a conventional interpretation, each “computational” phrase-type name 
8 (i.e. exp[z], var[t], compl, or a procedural type with a computational result type) 
denotes a domain (i.e. a directed complete partially-ordered set) [QJ of meanings 
possible for phrases of that type: 
[rcompl] =S-+O 
where 0, the domain of outputs, is defined to be A+ E for suitable domains A of 
answers or “acceptable” outputs (resulting from normal program termination) and 
E of “erroneous” outputs (such as run-time error messages), and sets such as S and [zn 
are regarded as discretely ordered domains (i.e. xc y iff x = y). For any domains D 
and D', 
l DI is D “lifted” by the addition of a new least element I; 
l D x D' is the Cartesian product of D and D', ordered componentwise; 
l D + D' is the coproduct (disjoint union) of D and D'; 
l D-tD' is the set of continuous functions from D to D', ordered pointwise; and 
l D-eD' is the domain of continuous’ partial functions from D to D', ordered 
pointwise; i.e. fE D__pg iff for all XED, if f(x) is defined, then g(x) is defined and 
f(x)cDdx). 
Thus, a phrase of type exp[s] yields a meaning that, when provided with a storage 
state, produces an element of [tn as its value (or aborts or fails to terminate, both 
modelled by the least element I). Completion meanings are continuations, which here 
are partial functions from states to outputs, representing potential computations of 
final program output. Use of the “partial” exponentiation -13 is essential to support 
a treatment of noninterference in the possible-world framework. Because 
comm = compl+compl, command meanings are continuation transformations. Our 
definition of “domain” does not require the existence of a least element, but the 
domain for every computational phrase type of our language does have a least 
element, and therefore supports recursive definitions. 
1 We will only use this construction with discretely-ordered D, so that all partial functions are continuous, 
but a general definition may be found in [lo]. 
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Finally, for each phrase-type assignment rr, we define a domain of environments 
(value assignments) [rc] as a product over &m(x) as follows: 
,adom(n) 
then, for UE[X], u(z)E[[x(~)] for any r~dom(7~). The notation (u ( 1 H m) is analogous to 
(7t IZH@. 
3.2. Valuations 
When rc E P : 0, [PI nO, the meaning of P, must be a (continuous) function from [rc] 
to [en; usually, the subscripts will be omitted. Conventional-semantic interpretations 
for assertions, procedures and the purely logical forms of specification are straightfor- 
ward and will not be considered in detail. Conventional-semantic valuations for some 
of the constructs involving commands and completions are given Table 3. Here 
u ranges over [rc] for the appropriate phrase-type assignment n, k ranges over 
[compl], and $I is the characteristic function of the A-subset of 0. In effect, 4 is the 
(implicit) postcondition for all completions. It is conceivable to allow explicit postcon- 
ditions for completions; but these must be predicates on answers, and it would be 
necessary to introduce new notation in which to express such predicates (unless 
0 = S). The interpretation of the Hoare triple can now be derived as follows. 
[{P}C(Q}~u=[Vz:compl.{Q}z~{P}C(z)]u (z not free in P, Q or C) 
=for all k~[cornplJ, 
if for all ES and 0~0, [Q] US and k(s)=o imply 4(o), 
then for all ES and 0~0, [PI us and [Cl uks=o imply 4(o). 
4. Possible-world semantics 
To deal with noninterference formulas, local variable declarations and block 
expressions, we generalize the semantic framework to allow interpretations to be 
“parameterized” by possible worlds. 
Table 3 
Conventional semantics 
~cO;cInu=uc,~u~[cl]u 
[escape I in C] uk = [Cl (u 1 rcrk)(k) 
[goto K]uk=[K]u 
[{P}K]u=for all se.5 and 0~0, [P]us and [K]us=o imply d(o) 
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4.1. A category of possible worlds 
The category of possible worlds described in [ 191 is as follows: the objects are sets, 
interpreted as the sets of states allowed in each possible world, and a morphism from 
X to Y is a pair f, Q having the following properties: 
(i) fis a function from Y to X; 
(ii) Q is an equivalence relation on Y; and 
(iii) frestricted to any Q-equivalence class is injective, i.e. for all y, y’s Y if yQy’ and 
f(y)=f(y’), then Y =Y’. 
Intuitively, f extracts the small stack embedded in a larger one, and Q relates large 
stacks with identical “extensions”. The identity morphism idx on an object X has as its 
two components: the identity function on X and the universally true binary relation 
on X. The composition (in diagrammatic order) J; Q; g, R: X+Z of morphisms 
f; Q : X+ Y and g, R : Y+Z has as its two components: the functional composition of 
f and g, and the equivalence relation on Z that relates zo, Z~EZ just if they are 
R-related and Q relates g(zo) and g(z,). 
To treat block expressions, we must use a slightly richer category. Consider 
a category whose objects are domains, interpreted as domains of local answers, and 
whose morphisms are injective continuous functions, interpreted as mapping nonlocal 
answers into their local representatives. Then we take our category of possible worlds 
to be the product of the state set category used before and this answer domain 
category; i.e. the objects are pairs X, D, where X is the local set of states and D is the 
domain of local answers, and the morphisms from X, D to Y, E have the form (f, Q), i, 
where f is a function from Y to X, Q is an equivalence relation on Y and i is an 
injection from D to E. 
In this category, we can define for every object X, D a state set restriction morphism 
r IV: X, D-+ W, D for any subset W of X, and a state set expansion morphism 
x V: X, D+(X x V), D for any set I’, essentially as in [19]. Furthermore, we can now 
define an answer domain adjunction morphism + D’ : X, D+X, (D + D’) for any do- 
main D’ which is to be “added” to the local-answer component; + D’ is like the identity 
morphism except that the second component is the canonical injection from D into 
D+D’. 
4.2. Semantic-domain functors 
In a possible-world interpretation, [T] is the obvious constant functor from the 
category of possible worlds into sets. For each “logical” phrase-type name 8, [On is 
a functor from the category of possible worlds into the usual category of sets and 
functions: 
[assert] = S+ [bool], 
[spec]=l-+l, 
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where S is the contravariant functor such that S(X, D)= X and S((J Q), i)=f; 1 is 
a constant functor yielding a singleton set; and definitions of constructors -+ and -+ in 
this context may be found in [19]. 
Similarly, each “computational” phrase-type name 8 is interpreted as a functor [Tel 
from the category of possible worlds to the category of directed complete partial 
orders and continuous functions: 
UeW~ll=S-fU~4~1 
Uvar[~lII=(U~11~UcommIi)x UexpC~ll, 
[compl] = s -+ 0, 
where 0 is the (covariant) functor such that O(X,D)=A+E+D and 
O((f, Q), i)=idA+idE+i, and definitions of functor constructors [.ll, -+, -+ and 
x may be found in [19]. We describe in detail F -+G when F is contravariant and G is 
covariant, which is a case not considered in [19]. 
(F-G)(x)= mu n (F(y)-+G(y)) for allf:x+y and g:y+z, 
J:x-‘y 
4.C 9) s F (9); m(f); G(g) , 
ordered pointwise, where the L relation on partial functions is graph inclusion. The 
uniformity condition requires commutativity of 
m(f: X-Y) 
F(Y) - G(Y) 
F(g:y+z) 
T I 
%?:Y-+4 
F(z) - G(z) 
m(f; g:x+z) 
for all changes of possible worldf: x-y and g : y-z whenever the partial function at 
the bottom gives a defined result. In general, F--G is not isomorphic to F-G,. 
Finally, for any phrase-type assignment rc, we define [rcn to be the product of the 
[rr(z)n over dom(71): 
Note that in every case the functor would reduce to the set or domain defined in 
Section 3.1 if the category of possible worlds were the trivial (single-object and 
single-morphism) category. In fact, the nonprimitive functors are defined by the same 
equations as in Section 3.1, interpreted differently. 
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4.3. Valuations 
If rr F P : 6, [Pjne in a possible-world interpretation is a natural transformation from 
[rrn to 101. The valuations for assertions, procedures and the purely logical forms of 
specification are independent of the category of possible worlds and can be found 
in [19]. Possible-world valuations for the constructs interpreted conventionally in 
Table 3 are given in Table 4, where x ranges over possible worlds, u ranges over 
environments in [[rcj x,f and g range over changes of possible world from x to other 
possible worlds y and from y to z, respectively, k ranges over continuations in 
[compl] y,f; g denotes composition of changes of possible worldfi x+y and g : y+z in 
diagrammatic order and 4 is the natural transformation from 0 to [bool] whose 
components act as before on global answers (elements of A or E) and map all local 
answers to true. The interpretation that can be derived for the Hoare triple is as 
follows. 
= for all g : y+z, ke[[compl] Z, h : Z-W, 
if for all s~S(w) and oeO(w), 
IQ4 xdf; 9; f4s and k(W = 0 imply $44, 
then for all seS(w) and o~O(w), 
[PI xu(f; g; h)s and [Cl xu(f; g)khs = o imply b,,,(o). 
The completion noninterference formula may be treated as follows: 
= for all g:y-+z and u~(true,false}, 
wnw-i 9; r-w=swd; u-+w dmrz,), 
where Z,={SES(Z)I [P]xu(f;g)s=u}. 
This is closely analogous to the valuation for the command noninterference formula 
in direct semantics in [19]. Essentially, K # P asserts that unrestricted execution of 
K is not better defined than execution in a possible world with states restricted to the 
maximal subsets for which P is invariant. The derived interpretation for command 
noninterference is then 
= for all g:y+z, k~[compl~z,h:z-+w, 
if for all r : w + w’ and VE { true, false}, 
k(h;r; r w,)=w- w,); w; w(r w,), 
where W,={s~S(w’)I[P]xu(f;g;h;r)~=~}, 
then for all r: w-w’ and vE{true,false}, 
Bcllxucf; g)k(h; r; r w,)=s(r w~~~nx~(f;g)k(h;r); w wd, 
where W,=(s~s(w’)I [rP]xu(f;g; h; r),s=u}. 
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Table 4 
Possible-world semantics 
6skipll xuf= i$,mpl~ y 
I[c,;c,lxuf=I[Conxu~I[CInxu1 
[escape I in c~xufk=~c~y(~n~ full++k)(id,)k 
[goto K]xufks=[K]xu(f;s) 
[{P}K]xuf=for all s~S(y) and o~O(y), [Pjxufs and [KJxufs=o imply &,(o) 
We believe that it would have been impossible to discover semantic interpretations as 
intricate as this and the possible-world interpretation of the Hoare triple except by 
deriving them from the semantics of the completion-oriented formulas we have 
introduced here. 
A detailed treatment of the semantics of variable-declaration blocks will not be 
given here; the direct-semantics valuation for command blocks in [19] is easily 
adapted to give a valuation for completion blocks in the present context of continua- 
tion semantics. Informally, the execution of new[z]r in K in possible-world x with 
state set component X, environment u~[rrrl x, and initial state SEX may be described 
as follows. 
(i) An expanded possible world with state set X x I[rj x is defined; each state has 
an “expansion component” which is an element of [T] x. 
(ii) An extended environment (u’ 1 zt-+u) is defined, where U’ is the environment 
derived from u by the expansion and v is a variable which accesses and updates the 
expansion component of the state without changing more-local or more-global 
components. 
(iii) An expanded initial state is defined by pairing s with a standard initial value for 
variables of type 7. 
(iv) The block body K is then executed relative to the objects defined in (i) to (iii) 
above. 
Finally, we consider the block expression. The difficulty here is to produce nonter- 
mination if side-effects to nonlocal variables or nonlocal jumps are attempted.2 The 
only semantic approach that seems feasible is to use possible worlds. We prevent 
side-effects to nonlocal variables by using a state restriction morphism to restrict the 
set of states of the nonlocal part of the “stack” to a singleton set whose only element is 
the state at which the block expression is being evaluated. To prevent nonlocal 
jumps, we use an answer adjunction morphism to create a domain of answers which 
distinguishes between a “nonlocal” answer, which must result from executing 
a nonlocal jump, and a “local” answer, which is the intended value of the block 
expression. 
’ A syntactic approach to preventing such abuses, as in [12], would be desirable. but is beyond the scope 
of this work. 
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We first define an endofunctor adjoin, on the category of possible worlds as follows: 
adjoin,(X, D) = X, D’, 
adjoh((.L Q), 1 :X, D-, J’, E)=(f, Qk i’, 
where D’ = D + V and i’ = i + id” for V= 1211 (X, D). For any change of possible worlds 
f: x-+y, the following diagram commutes. 
+ I[511 x 
x - adjoin,(x) 
fl I 
adjo& 
y - adjoin,(y) 
+U111.Y 
Then, for u~[z~x,f:x+y and s~S(y) 
[result [T] 1 in K I] xufs = 
u if [KIjx’u’f’s=u~[~]y in O(y’), 
I otherwise, 
where 
x’ = adjoin,(x) and y’ = adjoin,(y), 
u’=([n] (+ [T] x)(u) ( z-p) and f’=adjoin,(f; r(s)). 
Here pE[exp[z]+compll x’ is defined as follows: for g: x’-+w, eE[exp[T]n w, h: w-+z 
and s’ES(Z) 
&)(e)(Ns’)= 
undefined if e(h)(s’)= I, 
O(g; h)(e(h)(s’) in 0(x’)) otherwise. 
5. Logic 
We now consider a formal system for reasoning about programs with jumps. The 
system is essentially a multisorted first-order theory; however, the rules governing the 
logical operators are, in general, those for intuitionistic (rather than full classical) logic 
[4,20,6,19]. The axioms for procedures include the r, p and q laws of the typed 
lambda calculus for all phrase types, even imperative ones such as commands. There 
are also equivalences such as 
skip(K) -eompl K, 
(Co; C,)(K)=,,,,,C,(C,(K)), 
C; skip -_,,,,,,, C Ed_,, skip; C, 
(Co;C,);C,ro,,Co;(C,;Cz), 
goto K; C Ebb,,,,,, goto K, 
goto C(K) scO,,,,,, C; goto K, 
escape z in goto z -romm skip, 
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Table 5 
Hoare-like axioms 
where C, Co, etc. are commands and K is a completion. 
We now consider the axioms relevant to Hoare triples and noninterference 
formulas, as in “specification logic” [ 13, 15, 191. (It would be possible to state axioms 
on Hoare doubles, but we do not bother to do so, because (P}K iff 
{P} goto K {false}.) First, we have the Hoare-like axioms of Table 5, where P, Q, R, 
PO, etc. are assertions, C, Co, etc. are commands and {P> is an abbreviation for 
{true}skip{P}. {P} ' t IS ermed a static-assertion specification because P must hold at 
all states (unless 4 is trivial). Additional control structures in the programming 
language would require additional axioms; e.g. the axiom for a while loop would be 
(P and E=true}C{P} * {P} whileEdoC{P and E=false}, 
where E, true and false are of type exp [ bool]. Note that there are axioms analogous to 
the most important rules of Hoare’s logic, despite the presence of jumps. Of course, 
there are formulas that hold in direct semantics but not in the present context; 
examples are {true} C {true} and 
C; undef = EOmm undef, 
where undef is a command whose executions never terminate. 
The axiom relevant to escapes and gotos is 
(V~:compl.{Q}goto~{false} * {P}C{Q} + {P}escapelinC{Q}, 
where z should not be free in P or Q; see [13] for an example of a verification using 
a similar axiom, and [2, 31 for related treatments of jumps. 
Axioms involving noninterference formulas [13, 151 include: (i) a form of Hoare’s 
assignment axiom [S], which is valid even in a language with aliasing and subscripted 
or conditional variables, (ii) Noninterference decomposition axioms of the form 
I# I’ for certain 1 free in Z and I’ free in Z’ j Z # Z’, 
and (iii) the following two axioms: 
c#R&(iR)-{P)C{Q)) a {P and R}C{Q and R} 
c#R&(Z#R~(P)C(Q))~{P)C{QJ 
known as strong constancy and noninterference composition, respectively, where, in 
both C : comm and P, Q, R : assert. 
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The constancy axiom asserts that, if no execution of C interferes with assertion R, 
and R holds before an execution of C, then R will continue to hold throughout the 
execution, and so it is possible to treat R as a static assertion in partial correctness 
reasoning about C. For example, suppose that C is a binary-search algorithm and 
R asserts that the array being searched is sorted; it is obvious by inspection that 
C # R, and so the axiom not only allows R to be “factored” out of the preconditions 
and postconditions but also allows it to be assumed whenever necessary in the 
verification of C. 
Noninterference composition asserts that, if C does not interfere with R, then it is 
possible to assume that nothing interferes with R in partial correctness reasoning 
about C. An example of a verification using a variant of this axiom may be found 
in [15]. 
Unfortunately, as explained in [19], there is a fundamental problem with noninter- 
ference decomposition axioms for higher-order phrases; e.g. we can validate the axiom 
when C is a completion, but not when C is a command, which, in the present context, 
is a higher-order phrase. Some possible approaches to solution of this problem are 
discussed in [19]. 
There is also a problem with the following axiom for local variable declaration 
blocks: 
(V~:var[~].gv(~)&...&~#Ei&~..&Cj#~&...~ {P}C(Q} 
+ {P} new[T] zin C(Q), 
where P, Q :assert, C:comm, and z does not occur free in P, Q, or in the nonlocal 
expression-like phrases Ei or command-like phrases Cj. Formula gv( V) here asserts 
that I’ is a “good variable”, that is to say, immediatey after an assignment to it, the 
value of V is the value just assigned, so that such an assignment can be treated using 
a variant of Hoare’s [S] substitution-based axiom. Examples of bad variables are the 
“conditional” variable if b then b else b’ for b, b’ : var [ bool], and the subscripted-array 
variable a [a [i]]. It is possible to define gv( V) in terms of noninterference and Hoare 
triple formulas; see [13, 15, 191. To validate this axiom, it is necessary to prove that 
(i) a declared variable is a good variable; 
(ii) assignments to a declared variable do not interfere with nonlocal expression- 
like phrases; and 
(iii) a declared variable is not interfered with by nonlocal command-like phrases. 
It is possible 1191 to prove (i) in our model, and also to prove (ii) and (iii) for first-order 
nonlocal expression-like or command-like phrases, but seemingly not for higher-order 
phrases, such as procedures. 
We also do not know how to state an axiom for reasoning about block expressions. 
The fundamental difficulty, as in [l], is that assertions about the value of a block 
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expression must allow for the possibility that the body may fail to terminate (or 
attempt a side-effect or nonlocal jump); but, in our intuitionistic partial correctness 
framework, there is no way to express that completions or commands terminate. For 
example, since {true} C {false} asserts that C never terminates, 1 {true} C {false} 
(i.e. {true}C{f 1 } a se *absurd) asserts that in every possible world C sometimes 
terminates; but this is false (for every C) because there are possible worlds with empty 
state sets. 
Detailed proofs of the validity with respect to our semantics of the constancy and 
escape axioms are presented in the Appendix. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have developed further the possible-worlds approach to semantics 
of programming languages pioneered by Reynolds and Oles. The main novelties have 
been 
(i) the use of partial exponentiation to model continuations; 
(ii) the introduction of new completion-oriented specification and noninterference 
formulas in terms of which the traditional command-oriented formulas can be 
defined; and 
(iii) the use of answer adjunctions in possible-world semantics to preclude non- 
trivial jumps out of block expressions. 
The main open problems are the inadequate semantics for higher-order noninterfer- 
ence formulas and the lack of an axiom for reasoning about block expressions. 
Appendix 
The following proofs demonstrate the validity of the escape and strong constancy 
axioms with respect to the continuation, possible-world framework presented. 
To show the validity of the escape axiom (in type-assignement rc), we must prove for 
any possible world x and enviornment UE[[X] x that 
[(Vz:compl.(Q} gotol (false} * {P}C{Q}) 
=S {P}escapel inC{Q}]xu(id,) 
is true (z not free in P or Q). Consider f0 : x+y and assume 
[Vz:compl.{Q}goto~{false} =S {P}C{Q}]xufO 
= for all g : y+z, kE[compl] z, h : z+w, 
if I[{Ql goto 2 {falselII4I[~4(fO; d(u)Iz-W), 
then [I(P}C{Q}Rz(Cnl](fo;g)(u)I~~k)(h). (1) 
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We are required to prove that 
[ {P j escape I in C { Q} ] xufO 
= for all g:y-+z, kE[compl]z, h:z-+w, 
if IT{Q}l'llz([lnli(fo:g)(u)I1'~k)(h), 
then [{P}(escapezinC)(t)]z([xl](fo; g)(u)It’Hk)(h) 
for any I’ not free in C, P or Q. Consider any gO:y+z, k,E[compl]z and ho:z+w. 
Assume 
[[{Q}1'nz([[71n(SO;gg)(U)II'~ko)(ho) 
= for all s~S(w), o~O(w), [Q] xu(fo;gO; hO)s and 
k,(hO)s = o imply b(o). 
We must show that 
(2) 
II{P)(escape 1 in CN’)l4bil(.k s&4 I ~‘++k&d 
= for all SE,?(W), o~O(w), [PI xu(fo;g,,; h,)s and 
[escape I in C] xu(f0; gO)ko(ho)s= o imply 4(o) 
= for all ES(W), NO(W), [P] xu(f0; g,,; hO)s and 
[[Cl zu’(4)(k,)(Ms=o imply 4(o), 
where u’=(M (.LgO)( ) I u l-kg). In (1) take g=go, k=ko and h=ho. Assumption (2) 
lets us conclude that 
~{p}c{Q}nz(u~n(fO;go)(U)~~~ko)(hO), 
which allows us to derive the following 
for all ke[complj w: if 
for all ES(W) and oEO(w)[LQ] xu(f0; go; ho)s and k(id,)s = o imply 4(o), 
(3) 
then 
for all s~S(w) and oEO(w)[P]xu(fo;go; ho)s and 
UC] zu’(ho)(k)(id,)s = o imply 4(o). 
We will now take k= [compl] (h,)(k,) in (3). S’ mce, by the definition of [eompl], 
ko(ho)= [IeompIll (hO)(kO)(&Jj assumption (2) let us conclude that 
for all s~S(w) and oeO(w)[P]xu(fo; go; ho)s and 
[rC1z~‘(ho)((reompI1 (ho)(ko))(&Js = 0 imply 4(o), 
which is equal to 
for all ES(W) and oeO(w)[P] xu(f0; go; ho)s and 
[IeompII) (h,)(Klj z~‘(~Mko))(%J~ = 0 imply 4(o) 
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(by the definition of [commj), and 
for all s~S(w) and o~O(w)[Pj xu(f0; go; ho)s and 
[C] zu’(id,)(ko)(ho)s = o imply $(o) 
(by the definition of [compl]). 0 
Now we will prove the validity of the strong constancy axiom. For any possible 
world x and environment UE[TC] x, we are required to show that 
[C#R&({R}~{P}C{Q})~{P and R}C{Q and R}]xu(id,). 
Consider fo : x -+y. Assume 
[C#RIIxuf, 
=for all ~:Y+z, ke[compl]z, ~:z-+w, if ir~#Rnz([r711j(fO;g)(~)I1~k)(h), 
(1) then UC(z) #RI z(U~TI (.k g)(u) I ++W4 
(z not free in C or R), and 
u~F4w~QHlx~h 
= for all g:y+z if [{R}]xu(f,;g), then [ 
We must show the consequent of the implication, i.e. 
[{P and R)C{Q and R}]xuf, 
= for all g:y-+z, kE[complljz, h:z+w, if 
1; 9). (2) 
IHQ and f+n+mm u z+-+k)(h), then )I
IT{p and R)C(r)1z([1niM; g)(u)1 -k)(h) 
(1 not free in P, Q or C). Consider go:y+z, ko~[complljz, ho: z-+w and assume 
IT{Q and R}znZ([r71n(fO;go)(U)IzHkO)(ho) 
= for all s~S(w), o~O(w), [IQ and R]xu(fo; go; ho)s and 
ko(ho)s = o imply 4(o). (3) 
We are required to prove that 
[{p and R}C(r)llz([nrli(f,; go)(n)1 -ko)(M 
= for all ES(W), OEO(W)[P and R] xu(f0; go; ho)s and 
[C].Mfo; gO)kO(ho)s=o imply 4(o). (4) 
In order to use assumption (2) we will restrict to a possible world where R is always 
true. Let wR= (ES(W) I [R] xu(fo; go; h,)s}. Let g=go; ho; rwR in (2). Since 
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[{R}]x~(fo; go; ho; rwR) is true, we can conclude that 
= for all r: wR-+w’, kE[compl] w’, r’: w’+w”, 
if [(Q}~nw'(Il~n(fo;gO;~o;rwR;r)(~)I~~k)(r'), then 
[I(P}c(l)nw'(1[71n(f0;g0;hO; rwd9 bw-+kw). (5) 
To make use of this formula, we set r and r’ to idWR and for k take 
[[compll](hO;rwR)k,E[IcomplnwR, where k,E[compl] z is related to k. as follows. For 
all r: w+w’, sES(w’) 
That is, kl has the same functionality as ko, but it is as defined in possible worlds 
reachable from w as it is in w itself. This definition will prove necessary when making 
use of assumption (1). In order to discharge the precedent of (5), we must show that 
b@>d wR(ud(foi 90; h0; rwR)cu) I -bOmPln(ho; rWR)kd(id,,) 
= for all ses(wR), oEQ(WR) 
[rQnx4h;90;~o; rwRb and k,@,; rw,b=0 imply 444. 
(Note that [compl](h,; rwR)kl(idwR)=kl(hO; [wR).) Consider soES(WR), oOEO(WR). 
Assume [Q] xu(f0; go; ho; [w&o and k,(h,; [w&o =oo. We are required to prove 
4(oo). We know 
~w~~mo~~o~~o by definition of wR, 
~Qnxuukso; hobo by definition of [assert], and 
ko(hobo=oo by definition of kl . 
Therefore, from (3) we can conclude +(oo). We have now proven that 
~~P~C~~~l]wR~~71~~f0~~0~hO~~WR~~U~~zHil~~m~~l/~hO~~wR~~~~~~~,~~ 
= for all s6(wR), OEo(W,), [PI XU(fo; go; ho; rW& and 
[Cl Xu(fo; go)kl(ho; rwRb=o imply 4(o). (6) 
We would like to remove the rwR morphism from (3). To do so we use assumption (1) 
which tells us that command C does not interfere with assertion R. Let g=go, k= k, 
and h = ho in (1). Since 
= for all r: w-w’ and ue(true,fulse}, 
w4); h(h; 9; oWJ=k,(h,;r; rw:), 
where w:={s~S(w’)l [R]xu(fo;go;ho; r)s=u) 
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is true by the definition of kl, we can conclude that 
[C(r) # RI z(I[zil (fo; go)(u) I -h)@o) 
= for all r: w+w’ and u~{true,fulse} 
S(rwb);ircll~u(fo;Y~)k,(h,;r); O(rw:)=~cllxu(fo;~~)k~(h~;r;rw:), 
where wb= {s~S(w’) 1 [R] xu(f0; go; h,; r)s= v}. 
Taking r = id,,, and v = true gives us the equality 
s(rw,);~cnxu(fo;go)kl(~~); o(rw,)=[[cn~u(f,;g~)k,(h,; rwd, 
which we can use in (6) to derive 
for all s~S(w,), o~O(w,), [P] xu(f0; go; hO)s and 
[TCIxu(fo; g0)kl(&)s=o imply 4(c). (7) 
Let us return to our objective (4). Consider QES(W) and o,~O(w). Assume [[I’ and 
R]xu(fo; go; ho)so and [C]xu(fo; g,)k,,(ho)so=oo. We must show 4(00). We know 
k. E k, by the definition of k,. Since [C] xu(f0; go) is defined to be continuous (and 
therefore monotonic), we have 
[Cli xu(fo; go)ko 5 [[Cl xu(fo; g,)k,, 
which gives us 
[CIlxu(fo; go%,(&) 5 ICI xu(fo; g,)k,(h,) 
(by the definition of the pointwise ordering g ). This ordering tells us that 
[CiI xu(fo; %)k&J%% c 01= [ICI xu(h; &$m&. 
From (7) we can conclude 4(01). The relation o. L o1 tells us that oo~A (since A and 
E are disjoint) and therefore $(oo) (definition of 4). 0 
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